
Introduction

Assistive technology has come a long way in recent 

years. With the rise of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 

Virtual Reality (VR), we are just scratching the surface 

of how we can use these technologies to aid the 

population.

Methodology
Assistive AI

AI has become incredibly useful in allowing people of all

ranges of abilities to function independently. In a study

conducted in Korea, scientists used AI to solve a problem

many with limited motion and voice capabilities face

daily [1]. Using AI, researchers determined a way for

patients without the ability to speak to call their

caregivers. This system works with a three-step process

based on a convolutional neural network (CNN) system.
This was chosen based on a system of elimination
demonstrated in Figure 1.

This convolutional neural network is a machine learning

(ML) technology that can analyze large amounts of data

accurately. Other methods break up large amounts of data

into smaller sections, potentially skewing the end result,

but CNN weights each input and then analyzes the entire

set of data based on the weights of its parts, meaning it

considers the entire data set more fully than other ML

technologies [2].

In this project, CNN was used to train the AI to

determine if an image of an eye was open or closed.

Using a regular camera, a patient was photographed five

times per second. If three or more of these images were
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determined to contain closed eyes, then the computer 

determined the patient’s eye was closed, and if this status 

continued for three or more seconds, it alerted a program 

that played a sound to alert a patient’s caretaker.

VR Therapy 

VR can be used to stimulate multiple different areas of 

the brain at once, allowing a more complete and 

multidisciplinary therapy experience. Studies have 

shown that multidisciplinary approaches like these 

actually have a more significant positive impact than 

other types of therapies [3]. By including auditory and 

visual stimuli, the brain is more active during the therapy 

session. These programs also help to reacclimate patients

to activities, such as driving, without risking endangering 

the patient or those around them, as seen in Figure 2 [4]. 

In addition to simulated driving, VR programs can

simulate grocery shopping, social interaction, and more 

to help patients transition to daily life following a severe 

Acquired Brain Injury (sABI).

Discussion
The An Saol Foundation has partnered with Professor 

Goodman’s SMARTlab to bring AI and VR to patients in 

Ireland diagnosed with sABI. 40%-60% of patients with 

this condition are misdiagnosed as being in a 

permanently vegetative state, and even those who are 

correctly diagnosed are commonly not given the 

necessary tools to succeed. Saol and SMARTlabs intend 

to decrease the pressure on a patient and their family to 

increase the chances of a patient making progress in their 

rehabilitation [5].
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Figure 1: Flow chart depicting different AI methods

Figure 2: VR driving training and simulation

Figure 3: table depicting VR simulation results
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